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Daisy Physical information Species Domestic Dog (Canis familiaris domesticus) Gender Female Appearance White dog with brown eyes and brown ears Status Alive Personal information Nickname(s) Daisy Gidget Chloe Buddy Mel Sweetpea Norman Tiberius Pops The Flushed Pets (formerly) Residence An apartment in Manhattan, New
York, United States Underbelly (formerly) Owner(s) Molly Unnamed owner (formerly) Allies Max Duke Daisy Gidget Chloe Buddy Mel Sweetpea Norman Tiberius Pops (formerly) Enemies Little Sergei Sergei Circus Wolves Max (formerly) Duke (formerly) Gidget (formerly) Chloe (formerly) Buddy (formerly) Mel (formerly) Sweetpea (formerly)
Norman (formerly) Tiberius (formerly) Pops (formerly) Production information Voiced by Kevin Hart Appearances The Secret Life of Pets The Secret Life of Pets 2 Daisy is a white dog, the protagonist in The Secret Life of Pets , and the protagonist in The Secret Life of Pets 2 . She is the former leader of The Flushed Pets. In The Secret Life

of Pets 2, she adopts the superhero alter ego Dog Woman, a persona which is given to her by her owner. She is voiced by Scarlett Johansson.
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Pets is at the heart of Zollie’s family life: he becomes most himself around Gidget and Snowball, and the old clown seems happiest performing for the dogs. When Peyton (voiced by Elizabeth Banks) arrives as a new neighbor, Zollie comes face-to-face with his first famous role: “It’s like being interviewed by some weirdo art critic who
only likes animals he doesn’t know,” he says.Determined to return to play in his favorite spot, Zollie and the dogs set off on a desperate journey to the French Riviera for a surprise reunion with a lifelong friend and beloved performance. Love the story behind Pets and the old clown. But, more importantly, love the story about THOR

fandom!Those of us who fall in love with one of the many classic heroes will appreciate the simplicity of Toys. Watching this movie will bring back memories of watching classic hours on primetime TV. My main concern with this film is the casting of Maya Rudolph and Louis C.K. I felt like those two were overdone in The Secret Life of Pets
and really didn't fit this story. Each of the four characters were played to the fullest which made for the most enjoyable time in the movie. Although I do not think I will watch this movie multiple times, I do want to continue to see what she does in the future, hopefully with the much bigger star of an animated series.Pets was a cute movie
and certainly would appeal to kids, but may be a bit over their heads for those in their 30s and beyond. Still my favorite Disney movie of all time.I found this one to be a little short at about half an hour, so I would not recommend it for people in a hurry. One thing though, for anyone going to see it, do the springy things while this is being

recorded! 5ec8ef588b
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